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Cutting edge neural-engineer, Nelson, is just on 
the verge of perfecting his long-gestating mind-
reading device when he begins to question his 

abilities as portions of a crime he may have 
committed threaten to derail him from financial 

and personal greatness.



However, technology’s effects shouldn’t be taken lightly. Countless jobs have been made obsolete. 
Warnings from the technological community have been attempting to prepare us for a world that needs 

people so little, that a universal basic income will be necessary for survival. It’s given humanity the 
ability to destroy itself fifty times over. There is tremendous human labor and waste created because of 

it. Conversations regarding rights to sentient A.I. are current and logical conversations. We‘ve 
programmed it past our own understanding of how it all works.

I’m unquestionably in love with technology and I think it’s fucking evil. Since I was a kid, when my 
dad first brought home that huge bulky computer, I’ve been hooked. This strange boxed contained a 
language and tools that I was barely able to wrap my head around. My ultimate nerd moments were 
putting together and taking apart computers with buddies in middle school. We tracked the progress 
of improved video cards and processors because it meant our all-night multiplayer gaming was about 

to get even better.  



Humans can adapt to unimaginable environments and situations. What that ability has made us 
comfortable with, not in the future but right now, is something we should all lose sleep over.

With Strip, I want to take a character who is so devoted to technology that he prefers his isolation. That doesn’t seem too 
far off to how many of us feel today.  Then, Nelson is forced to confront the darkest parts of his psyche. The more he 

allows himself to understand his actions, the more he must confront what he’s been able to silence. 
Perhaps the device is helping him uncover painful things about himself that he’s been able to push aside in pursuit of 

this breakthrough. Maybe things have gotten past his grasp and the technology is creating memories that never existed 
in service of Nelson’s reluctant growth.





With a love of cinema’s more idiosyncratic directing auteurs, 
Maxwell has strived to express himself as purely as possible. 
Most notable merging the vulnerably personal with genre 
flourishes. Maxwell has created several personal short film 
projects. For instance, one of his earlier shorts was based on 
Albert Camus’ The Stranger. His time at The American Film 
Institute - Conservatory along with his work as a performance 
artist has helped inform his more recent work. His thesis 
short “Outdooring” had its world premiere at the 2019 SXSW 
film festival and is currently screening at festivals around the 
world.

about the writer/director

www.maxwelladdae.com
@maxwelladdae

maxwell addae



Chicago native is a talented multi-hyphenate who works as an 
actress, dancer, director, drama instructor,  and producer just 
to name a few. She brings her years of experience to Strip as 
the E.P. who managed to bring this story to life with 
incredible limited resources. Some of her other credits 
include: Maya and Me (Dixon Entertainment), Penny (Reign 
Down Productions), Run, Faggot, Run (Broom Street Theatre), 
Well (Mercury Players Theatre), Minglewood Blues (Broom 
Street Theatre).

about the executive producer

@fancygramname

kay dixon



Andrew Aiello was born and raised in Syracuse, NY. After completing his 
undergraduate degree in TV-Radio-Film at Syracuse University’s Newhouse 
School, he went on to further his education, and his love for visual 
storytelling, at the prestigious London Film School. 

Aiello embraces all kinds of projects and always looks to the story and its 
characters to inspire his visuals. He is constantly jumping at the chance to try 
something new and never shies away from any challenge thrown in his 
direction. Filmmaking is about being pushed to your limits and working 
together to achieve a common goal, and the collaborative aspect of this 
industry is where he thrives. And, together, he hopes to help bring films to life 
that both entertain and make a difference. 
Andrew prides himself on having worked his way up in the industry.  

His years of experience as both a grip and electrician, as well as multiple years 
as a Local 600 1st AC, has given him a very strong on set foundation. He is a 
proud member of the International Cinematographers Guild.

about the cinematographer

www.drewaiello.com
@drewaiello_dp

andrew aiello



Cast



Leighton Allen 
Nelson

Brandon Sutton 
Victor

Walter Fauntleroy 
Dennis



Marc Forget 
Reed

Oswyn Serra 
Theodore



… you wanted freedom.



Behind the Scenes



Between scenes, director Maxwell and Leighton release some
nervous energy with a hand-prepared snacks from

a locally-sourced grocery store.

Drew gives the “you sure we should be 
documenting what we’re going here?” look 
to the photographer as he reconsiders this 
entire endeavor.



Jazmyne demonstrates her amazing
hidden talented of rapid mole removal

in front of the cast and crew. 

Michael ponders about just using the sink
next to him, rather than having to 
hop off only to have to reposition himself later.



Actor Leighton guides director Maxwell
through a laughter-meditation technique in an attempt
to ignore the madness that is the set which has
to be picture ready in thirty-minutes in order to make the day.

Actor Walter makes a surprisingly persuasive speech
about filming the entire film’s dialog at either a whisper
or a full out scream.



Director Maxwell secretly listens to Adele 
on repeat to find the perfect words to motivate 

the actors with between takes



Film Stills
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